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Cocktail flavours of the world
Don’t be bore your friends with the same old canapé ideas, get inspired! TAFE Queensland
Brisbane’s College of Tourism and Hospitality (COTAH) is giving away a double pass (valued at
$270) to one of their Instant Expert Cooking classes on Friday 25 July. Learn to create simple but
stylish cocktail hors d’oeuvres at what promises to be an enriching experience for both body and
mind!
Learn our chef’s secrets for creating the perfect cocktail party food menu, workshop new ideas and
discover the best cheats and tips for achieving serious glamour. From grilled polenta with tomato
and olive tapenade to peking duck pancakes and prawn tempura nahn jim there are plenty of
flavours to keep your taste buds tingling. But that’s not all! The class ends with a cocktail party so
you can invite a friend to taste your day’s creations and relax with a glass of vino.
COTAH’s Steven Schumann said the cocktail party foods and flavours class is one of just a series
of cooking lessons run by COTAH’s professional chefs, as part of Brisbane’s inaugral Good Food
Month this July.
“Classes are small and hands-on so everyone receives personal attention from our expert chefs,”
he said.
“The classes are designed to cater for all levels of cooking skill and ability. Not only will you be
given some great kitchen tested recipes and cooking techniques but you will also take home a free
chef’s apron.”
To go in the draw, simply [style magazine to advise call to action] on Facebook and submit your
details. Entries close 12pm Thursday 24 July 2014. Winners will be announced and notified via
phone or email on the same day. Good luck and don’t forget to share this comp with your friends
and family!
The delectable Cocktail Party Foods and Flavours class will be held in COTAH’s professional,
state-of-the-art kitchens at TAFE Queensland Brisbane’s South Bank location, 66 Ernest Street,
College of Tourism and Hospitality, Block C, Level 2, South Bank.
When: Friday, 25 July 2014
Time: 11am to 5pm
Class includes: Cocktail party, tastings, glass of wine and a free Chef’s apron
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